
Meaning
Pressure characterizes the “push” of a fluid on surrounding matter. Pressure is defined as the ratio of normal force to 
area at a point:
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Rationale
Understanding pressure is important because 
* most loads involving fluids are caused by a pressure distribution
* most flows are caused be pressure variations

Examples
Example 1: Air pressure in a balloon. Pressure is (normal force)/area at each point on the surface of the balloon.

Example 2: Pressure Variation on a Dam.  Pressure is (normal force)/area at each point along the face of the dam.

Attributes

• Common units
• units of force/area:  pascals (Pa) or newtons per square meter (N/m2), pounds force per square inch (psi), 

pounds force per square foot (psf)
• units of fluid column height: meter of water column, feet of water column, inches of water (in-H20), millime-

ter of mercury (mm-Hg), inches of mercury (in-Hg)
• other units: atmospheres (atm), bar

•  Primary Dimensions: 
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• General facts

• pressure typically varies with spatial location, can also vary with time p = p x, y, z, t( )
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• pressure is a scalar
• pressure acts normal to an area
• pressure acts in compression

Connections
atmospheric pressure
• patm is the pressure of the air in atmosphere caused by the weight of the at-

mosphere above the point of interest
• patm is used two ways

• local atmospheric pressure: the pressure exerted by the atmosphere (var-
ies with conditions)

• standard atmospheric pressure: the value corresponding to 15 deg-C, sea 
level and 0% relative humidity

standard atmospheric pressure
• force/area units: 101.3 kPa = 14.7 psia = 2116 psfa
• height of water column units: 10.33 m H20 = 33.9 ft H20 = 22.92 in-Hg = 760 mm Hg
• other units: 1.013 bar
 
pressure is caused by the interaction of fluid molecules with the surface
• for a gas, pressure is caused by the molecules bouncing off the surface
• for a liquid, pressure is caused by molecules bouncing off surface + attractive forces between molecules

pressure is measured on three scales
• absolute pressure (pressure referenced to a perfect vacuum)
• gage pressure (pressure above local atmospheric pressure)
• vacuum pressure (pressure below local atmospheric pressure; only used for p < patm)

A pressure variation shows how pressures varies with location
* hydrostatic pressure distribution is linear with elevation (see example 1)

Stress is classified into two categories
• normal stress (this is pressure)
• shear stress

Integral of pressure over area gives the net force due to pressure

when fluid is flowing, various types of pressure are defined
• Static pressure. The pressure that exists in the undisturbed flow. The p term in the Bernoulli equation.
• Kinetic pressure. Defined as rho*V^2/2. In an incompressible flow, this is the pressure rise that will occur if flow 

is stopped (i.e. stagnation point).
• Stagnation pressure. The pressure that exists if the flow is brought the rest; that is, the pressure at a stagnation 

point.
• Piezometric pressure. The sum of (static pressure) + (rho*g*z). This is the pressure variation associated with hy-

drostatics.

Static pressure can be measured with a wall pressure tap. Stagnation pressure with a stagnation tube.
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atmospheric pressure
balances the weight of
a column of air that extends
from the ground to the upper
edge of the atmosphere
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